Manage your grow. Wherever you go.

Oversee every detail of your operation in real-time. Anytime.

QuantumLeaf™ Cannabis Management Software gives you complete, up-to-the-moment visibility of your entire growery operation – on any device. Manage or check status in real time anywhere, any time. From seed to sale – and everything in between, our secure and 100% compliant solution helps you maximize efficiencies, save money and grow smarter.
QuantumLeaf. The smarter way to run your growery business.

**Oversee Your Entire Operation Anytime. Anywhere.**
- Powerful features allow you to know the status of your growery with up-to-the-minute accuracy
- Secure, cloud-based solution syncs seamlessly between your computer, tablet and smartphone via web browser, Android or iOS operating systems
- No need for expensive onsite servers or IT professionals

**100% Government Compliant.**
- Seamless integration with your state’s compliance software helps keep your operation legal and above board

**Track and Manage Everything from Seed to Sale.**
- Real-time inventory management and tracking with direct interface to sales order generation and accounting – providing a single solution for your entire operation
- Powerful analytics track and analyze your grow process to improve efficiencies and find savings
- Automatic resupply ordering saves time and improves efficiency
- Auto schedule and assign tasks to individuals, groups of employees, rooms/gardens or by batch
- Customizable dashboards for every employee. Control permissions for managers and non-managers
- Barcode and RFID-ready so you can get your products to your buyers quickly and efficiently
- Partnered with Acumatica – the cloud ERP business solution optimized for the cannabis industry

**The QuantumAI™ Grow Coach.**
- Advanced optimization engine provides strain-specific recommendations including nutrients, timing and environmental conditions for peak grow performance
- Create strain-specific recipe database and establish baseline standards for future grows
- Auto scheduler for strain-specific tasks
- Automatic alerts and notifications to keep you informed before issues arise

**Easy For Anyone to Use.**
- Elegantly simple user interface is intuitive and easy for employees to learn and use
- Collaboration tools that allow employees to share data, screens and conversations

It’s time to grow smarter with QuantumLeaf. Learn more at quantumleafsolutions.com or call 866-713-7877 today.

**Quantumleaf™**
THE CANNABIS BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE SOLUTION